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Dark Road Or Sunlit Moon?
 
As I walk I here the people talk.
but I don't look back.
As I cry I ask oh why to the sky.
but I don't look back.
As I hate I began to lose my fate.
but I don't look back.
As I scream I rub off some steam.
but I do look back,
I look back to see all the love
I look back to see my shadow of dark
and my shadow of light.
but most impportantly I look back
to grab the hands of true loved ones
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Keep Moving
 
The path we take
Is the movements we make
Keep Moving
Across the dark bridge
Makes us cringe
Keep Moving
Whether its the love ones we decide to ignore
Or the ones we try to score
Keep Moving
Its your path on your map
So lets not nap
Keep Moving
But its so hard
To keep moving when your feeling like a retard
But Keep Moving
As you move closer the path lightens
which makes you less frighten
Keep Moving
As you slow down
You began to frown
Stop for a minute
And realize who's all there for you and then
Keep Moving
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What Shall I Do? ?
 
When you feel like no ones there
STRETCH.
Stretch to feel the warmth of a hand
 
When your lost and confused
LOOK UP.
Look up and let the stars guide you
 
When your cold and lonely
THANK THE LORD.
Thank HIM for always being there and covering you in his blood
 
When you finaly finish that cold wintery race
STRETCH. LOOKUP. AND THANK THE LORD.
For letting you be the last and
stretch over the finish line last but not least
Look up to say, 'thank you Lord for continuing to have faith in me.
 
 
This poem, I created  for the beginning of my track season. Yes I am in junior
high. I really made this poem for a specific race, the last race. (I really did hate
running this relay, but everyone knew I could run a good quarter. Except me.)  I
am so grateful towards the 4x400m relay it has taught me alot, and brought me
so far.
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